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TO SELHURST PARK 

FOR THE RETURN OF 

THE CRYSTAL PALACE 

BEER FESTIVAL!



IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
 
FOOD AND DRINK VOUCHERS
You can buy food or drink vouchers at the beer voucher kiosks on the Upper and Lower 
Holmesdale Concourses. Vouchers are £2.50 each, with all beers and ciders listed in the 
programme priced at £5 per pint or £2.50 per half-pint. Vouchers are non-transferable.
 
SMOKING AREA
There is a designated smoking area at the corner of the Arthur Wait and Holmesdale 
Stand, and within the turnstile entrance of E3 in the Holmesdale Stand. Smoking is not 
permitted in any other part of the stadium. Exits will be at designated points throughout the 
Lower and Upper Holmesdale concourse.
 
PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY
Please be respectful of the surrounding residential area when you leave.
www.drinkaware.co.uk

entertainment
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Times Holmesdale Lower Holmesdale Upper Red and Blue Bar

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

Jake Oakshott
12.30-13.30  

Eve Lesedi
12.00-13.00  

Dynamix Disco
12.00-14.45

Opening 
ceremony 

with Patrick 
Vieira 13:00  

Mahogany Soulz
15.15-17.15  

Wayne Woodward
14.00-15.00  

Luke Lovett
16.00-17.00  

South London 
Jazz Orchestra

14.30-16.30

James Dyer
17.30-18.30   



Red Eyes (червоні очі)

Red - 5.8% / Croydon 01

Brewed in collaboration with Pravda Brewery in Lviv, Ukraine 
using their original recipe, to raise funds for the Brew for 
Ukraine appeal. Red Eyes is an 5.8% American Red Ale with 
a citrus aroma and taste from Columbus and Cascade hops. 
Cask Exclusive for this year’s beer festival!

Koop Island
Pale - 4.0% / Croydon 01

Summer tropical vibes packed into a beer. Koop Island is a 
generously hopped and dry hopped session pale, bursting with 
notes of passionfruit and pineapple. Cask Exclusive for this 
year’s beer festival!

Medium Dry
Cider - 6.5% / Yorkshire 02

Filled with the bright, zesty flavours of early-season fruit such 
as Discovery, Katy and Irish Peach, our Traditional Cider is 
light, refreshing and very easy-drinking.

Mango
Cider - 4.0% / Gloucestershire 02

Succulent alphonso Fair Trade mango juice hand blended 
with the juice from crisp pressed seasonal British apples. The 
alphonso mango creates a smooth and exceptionally totally 
tropical fruity drink.

Mixed berry
Cider - 4.0% / Gloucestershire 02

Bensons Eccentric English Cider is our delicious range of real 
fruit cider, made whole pressed British Apples grown within 
50 miles of the apple press and blended with whole pressed 
mixed berry fruit juice.

Rhubarb
Cider - 4.0% / Gloucestershire 02

Bensons Eccentric English Cider is our delicious range of real 
fruit cider, made whole pressed British Apples grown within 
50 miles of the apple press and blended with whole pressed 
rhubarb juice.

Kotchin
Pale - 3.9% / Croydon 01

A hoppy blonde ale brewed with Cascade hops to give it a 
citrus and peach aroma.

Nektar
Pale - 4.5% / Croydon 01

A pale ale brewed using Marynka hops from Poland. Hints of 
apricot on the nose combine with a hoppy, citrussy finish, to 
have you longing for more nektar.

Pop Up!
IPA - 5.0% / Croydon 01

Named after a Palace supporting legend, this IPA uses hops 
from USA & New Zealand, including Comet, Waimea and 
Motueka. Tons of dry hopping give it a great tropical fruit nose.

Entire
Porter/Stout - 5.2% / Croydon 01

Twice Regional & National award winning beer inspired by 
Croydon brewing heritage. Hints of chocolate, coffee and dark 
fruits on the palate.

Cronx Lager
Lager - 4.2% / Croydon 01

2021 Regional Gold SIBA award winner exclusively on cask 
for the festival! Our lager is brewed with Saphir hops which 
give the beer a refreshing, slightly citrus twist, followed by a 
classic clean and malty pilsner finish.
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Rum & Raisin
Cider - 4.0% / Somerset 02

Broadoak’s Moonshine, made a slightly lower ABV and infused 
with rum & raisin.

perry
Cider - 7.5% / Somerset 02

Sweet but incredibly refreshing with a glorious fresh tasting 
pear flavour and a wonderful pear aroma.

Purple Haze
Dark Fruits Cider - 4.0% / Somerset 02

Red and black fruits blended with our cloudy cider to produce a 
unique, refreshing fruit medley bursting with flavour. Slightly cloudy.

Mild High Club
Mild- 3.3% / Peterborough 03

An understated, darker ale, with subtle hopping and a clean 
finish so that the crystal and dark malts shine through.

Rum & Raisin Dark Mild
Mild- 4.3% / Scarborough 03

Dark Mild with a twist, brewed with five different malts and 
English hops. One of our favourite ice cream flavours so why not 
make a beer the same?

Citra
Pale- 4.2% / Peterborough 03

Light gold in colour, bursting with citrus and tropical hop 
flavours and sensationally refreshing. Champion Golden Beer of 
Great Britain 2019.

Mango Pale
NEPA- 5.0% / Whitechapel 03

New England style pale ale loaded with Citra and Mosaic hops 
and a large amount of mango = mango juice!

Juicy 4pm
NEPA- 4.9% / Whitechapel 03

New England pale ale hopped with Citra, Mosaic and Azacca.

Wavebreaker
Pale- 4.3% / Stromness 03

Blond beer, lively lemon and lime aromas, then stone fruit 
flavours with biscuit malt and a creamy finish. This brew uses 
the innovative New Zealand Hop Motueka. This hop alongside a 
touch of biscuity Vienna malt offers flavours lemon meringue.

White Rat
Pale- 4.0% / Ossett 03

This very pale, hoppy ale is made from low colour malt. A 
combination of Cascade, Columbus and Amarillo hops produce 
an intensely aromatic and resinous finish.

Classic Twist
Bitter- 4.0% / Ossett 03

A malty, copper coloured Yorkshire Bitter with a distinctly 
modern twist. Pale and crystal malts are combined with English-
grown Goldings hops, but the addition of natural fruit juices 
after fermentation results in citrus and tropical aromas.
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Arson
Pale- 4.4% / Sheffield 04

A golden beer. Fruity aromas with hints of biscuit and caramel 
complemented by a bitter orange finish. Well-balanced and 
full-flavored.

ESB
Bitter - 5.5% / Croydon 04

Our interpretation of a classic London style, and a bolder, stronger 
beer than The Ordinary Bitter. A complex grain bill, including rye, 
results in a malt forward beer with hints of spice. Columbus and 
Chinook hops give notes of orange, pine and more spice, whilst 
balancing the sweet malt with a refreshing bitterness.

A Pail of Two Halves
Pale - 4.5% / Croydon 04

A Pale of Two Halves is a celebration of the fantastic Rusty 
Bucket in Eltham, brewed in collaborattion with our friends 
at Brick and Villages. This half employs an expressive, 
fruit forward yeast which elevates the intense aromas of 
passionfruit, ripe mango and pine.

Blue Sky Drinking
Bitter - 4.4% / Bristol 04

A well balanced tawny best bitter. Its full bodied malty 
backbone is balanced by delicate citrus notes, not usually 
associated with English hops, and a clean bitter finish.

Tidal Forces
IPA - 4.5% / Hull 04

A smooth and full bodied Session IPA showcasing Cashmere 
hops. Zesty Lime is backed up with soft lemon and melon that 
builds into light bitterness.

Cheshire Cat
Pale - 4.0% / Bath 04

Smooth and well-balanced with refreshing citrusy flavours. Very 
blonde and very easy drinking.

Bluebeary
Pale - 4.0% / Congleton 04

Clean drinking IPA, delicately infused with Canadian Blueberries.

Literate
IPA - 4.5% / Congleton 04

Hop forward super pale. We use the finest and freshest American 
Hops late in the boil and whirpool for maximum flavour.

Benchmark
Bitter - 4.0% / Lewes 04

A tawny, silky smooth ale brewed in the “Best” tradition. Using 
a blend of English hops, malt and yeast. They come together to 
provide rich, toffee malt flavours, a full and satisfying body, with 
the perfect balance of fruity hop flavours and bitterness.

SMaSH
Pale - 4.4% / Lewes 04

Single Malt and Single Hop. The hero malt in this brew is Golden 
Promise, full of honey smoothness and the perfect platform to 
show off the hop.
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Juicy
Pale - 4.0% / Various 04

A juicy, hop forward session pale ale with low end bitterness 
and large quantities of Mosaic and Chinook. A full on juicy, fruity 
aroma with a taste to match. Notes of citrus, melon, peach, stone 
fruit and a touch of pine. Oats, wheat and barley combine to give 
a good body and fuller mouth feel for a lower abv.

Pave the Way
Pale - 4.6% / Various 04

Smooth notes of honey and caramel from the malt combine 
with Simcoe to give a light and balanced bitterness whilst 
Eldorado and Amarillo give a light aroma and flavour of 
watermelon, peach and stone fruit. Brewed with our friends 
at Portobello Brewing to support our charity partners Only A 
Pavement Away. Suitable for Vegans.

Ceremony
Bitter - 3.2% / Esher 05

Ceremony Bitter is a one off seasonal beer and a perfect light 
beer for Spring. Golden in colour with Apricot notes.

Solaris
Pale - 3.8% / Esher 05

The original Big Smoke Bitter beer, a very easy drinking 
pale ale brewed exclusively for cask. Citrus and resinous 
flavours. Light malt sweetness balanced by a bitter 
grapefruit finish.

Dragon Porter
Porter/Stout - 4.9% / Grantham 05

Brewed with eight types of malt, balanced with spicy hop 
flavours from English hop varieties. Unfitered for fuller flavour. 
Initial aromas of roast coffe and chocolate lead on to a 
smooth creamy mouthfeel from the addition of oats and wheat 
to the brew.

Spring IPA
IPA - 4.5% / Brockley 05

Our beautiful Spring IPA is a celebration of all things fruity 
and floral. A vibrant blend of pacific hops, including Rakau, 
Waimea and Kohatu, weave together seamlessly to give this 
beer its unique character; imparting flavours of juicy tropical 
fruits, zesty peels of citrus and fresh botanical notes evoking 
Spring’s first bloom.

Red Ale
Red - 4.8% / Brockley 05

European malts meet American hops for a truly mid-Atlantic 
beer. Deep red, full flavoured with a bold, dry finish.

English Bitter
Bitter - 4.0% / Eye 05

The very best East Anglian malted barley combined with 
English hops to create this English Bitter.

Kokomo
Pale - 4.8% / Summerstown 05

Grapefruit and passionfruit pale ale. Exactly what it sounds 
like. A fruity pale ale oozing sunshine beach bar vibes. This 
beer is tropical through and through, brewed with Summit & 
Cascade hops and conditioned with passion fruit & grapefruit.

Screech Owl
IPA - 5.5% / Nottingham 05

Screech Owl is a classic, balanced American-style IPA with 
a long hop finish. Well-hopped with Cascade and Centennial 
and brewed to export strength.
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Preservation
Red - 4.4% / Nottingham 05

Brewed to the traditional East Midlands style, Preservation is an 
easy-drinking full flavoured best bitter. Well-rounded with some 
residual sweetness and balanced with resinous hop character.

Real Smiler
Pale - 3.7% / Bideford 06

A pale, golden hoppy ale with hints of melon. Crisp and 
refreshing, guaranteed to put a smile on any face!

Chaos more Chaos
NEPA - 5.0% / Ascot 06

Hop shot combinations of Mosaic, Citra and Nelson Sauvin 
release intense tropical, mango and blueberry aromas. Lock and 
load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, 
full-bodied, damn right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic 
fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every sip, slurp, and swig.

Shifty
NEPA - 5.2% / Mitcham 06

This 5.2% Double Dry hopped Pale serves up a delicious 
medium body with a creamy mouthfeel. Packed full of Citra and 
Mosaic Hops, a cask ewxclusive for this year’s beer festival!

Foundation
Bitter - 4.2% / Leyton 06

One of our original brews, Foundation Bitter is an amber best 
bitter, with a good balance of maltiness and a refreshingly 
crisp bitter finish. Flavoured with a blend of English and New 
Zealand hops.

Jamboree
Pale - 4.8% / Leyton 06

A golden beer using English hops throughout, in particular 
Bramling Cross, Jamboree has a blend of lager, pale and wheat 
malt, giving a smooth but refreshing mouth feel.

Parody Session
IPA - 4.5% / Horsham 06

The big malt base of this craft amber ale acts as a great 
foundation to a storm of modern and traditional hops. Made in 
West Sussex, it yields powerful bitterness, huge aroma and a 
long satisfying finish.

Session Pale
Pale - 3.8% / Wadhurst 05

Refreshing and uplifting, this straw coloured fresh pale ale has 
tropical fruit and sweet floral aromas with the intense flavour of 
gooseberry and green grapes with a light honeyed sweetness leaving 
a crisp punch and a dry, clean finish. Delicious and awakening.

Hop Project
IPA - 4.8% / Wadhurst 05

An English Pale in a US Style using Olicana and experimental hops.

Salvation
Pale - 3.8% / Loughborough 05

A light refreshing golden beer, with tropical fruit, citrus, and 
floral flavours. American Cascade and Amarillo hops create a 
citrus aroma, and crisp clean bitterness on the finish.

Hellhound
IPA - 5.5% / Brixton 06

Spicy with hints of citrus orange. Finishes with smoke and 
caramel. Rammed full of UK hops and created in a contemporary 
craft style with meticulous attention to detail. Vegan friendly.

Bunny Hop
Pale - 3.9% / Brixton 06

Light & springy extra pale ale. Natually hazy & vegan friendly!
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Jarl
Pale - 3.8% / Cairndow 06

Current Champion Beer of Scotland, ruling proudly over Glen 
Fyne and beyond, Jarl is our flagship session blonde ale. A 
showcase for American hop, Citra, Jarl delivers waves of fruity 
citrus flavours and a clean finish.

Mary Jane
Pale - 3.5% / Ilkley 06

A hop-forward easy-drinking session beer.

Blonde
Pale - 3.9% / Ilkley 07

Powerfully dry-hopped with Nelson Sauvin for a floral finish. 
Crisp and dry with a fresh-cut grass aroma.

Pale Rider
Pale - 5.2% / Sheffield 07

An award winning, iconic, Sheffield pale ale. Pale Rider is 
brewed with the finest American hops that create a smooth, 
juicy and moreish beer.

Kelham Best
Bitter - 3.8% / Sheffield 07

A classic amber Yorkshire bitter showcasing the finest British 
ingredients and traditional brewing techniques.

Imperial Ale
Bitter - 3.8% / Lincoln 07

Session bitter, tawny coloured with a floral nose.

Tip Top Citra
Pale - 5.0% / Brixton 07

Citrus with a light malt sweetness. Perfect gateway beer for 
those moving away from bland lagers for the first time but 
enough about it to satisfy the connoisseurs.

Session IPA
IPA - 4.2% / Brixton 07

Our award winning Session IPA. Tropical fruit, bitter edge.

Murder She Oat
Porter/Stout - 5.2% / Stourbridge 06

Oats, oats & more oats! A soft, smooth and luscious mouthfeel 
with notes of rich chocolate and roast.

N1
Pale - 4.1% / Islington 06

A session pale ale with a variety of fruity and aromatic hops 
from around the globe. The malt and hop combination creates 
an interesting flavourful thirst-quenching beer.

N7
IPA - 5.2% / Islington 06

A refreshing and bold India Pale Ale with seven different hops 
from the US and New Zealand giving a complex citrus aroma. 
The subtle sweet malt flavour balances the fresh bitterness.

Summer Lightning
Pale - 5.0% / Salisbury 07

A trendsetter in the brewing industry; the original Summer 
ale brewed all year round. An extremely pleasant bitter, straw 
coloured beer with a terrific fresh, hoppy aroma.

Tropical Deluxe
Pale - 3.8% / Hackney 07

Our core pale ale. Citra, Mosaic and Simcoe do the tropical dry 
hop tango, while our house yeast strain keeps things soft, light, 
and balanced as a hammock.
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Headcleaner
Porter/Stout - 3.9% / Huddersfield 07

A dark, full-bodied, traditional roasty stout which has a rich 
deep dark colour. Complemented with complex roasted and 
coffee flavours with hints of toasted caramel and chocolate. 
Topped with a creamy white head.

Loading Rage
IPA - 4.0% / Huddersfield 07

Can you tell we love our IPA’s at Lord’s brewing? A simple , light 
and refreshing IPA with our signature bitter kick. Vegan friendly.

Blighty
Mild - 4.5% / Derby 07

Dark strong Olde English Mild bitter, Treacle undertones.

Rebel
Pale - 4.2% / Nottingham 07

A punchy ale that delivers aroma and flavour without holding 
back! Tropical fruits, citrus flavours and a well balanced hoppy 
bitterness make this a serious crowd pleaser.

London Black
Porter/Stout - 4.4% / Croydon keg

London Black is our session strength Porter that takes 
inspiration form our flagship beer, The Porter. Creamy, smooth 
and truly sessionable.

Spring Break
Sour - 5.3% / Battersea keg

Your taste-buds can expect a good zapping from this grapefruit 
and salt kettle sour. Light and wheaty with a citrus hop-burst 
from Lemondrop and Eldorado hops.

Thames Surf
IPA - 6.0% / Battersea keg

Hoppy, bitter, bold, Thames Surf is our West-Coast IPA. Pouring 
deep orange, with warm copper tones, expect aromas of 
bubblegum, peach and orange peel.

Wild Folk
Pale - 4.5% / Esher keg

Think Piña Colada; coconut and citrus fruits on those nose with 
medium sweetness and a full, round palate.

Squeezer
Pale - 4.5% / Summerstown keg

A soft and textured mouthfeel due to the vast amounts of Oats, 
Torrified Wheat and Torrified Barley used to brew this beer give 
it that undeniable drinkable factor, then spiked with upfront 
juiciness and tropical hop from a huge blend of some of our 
favourite North American hops, which will finish with a soft and 
subtle bitterness to tie it all together.

Sunset
Red - 4.5% / Summerstown keg

A beautiful dark copper body with underlying touches of light 
caramel malts with fresh citrus hop notes from Amarillo, 
centennial, & yellow sub hops.

Forge Oatmeal Stout
Porter/Stout - 4.8% / Herne Hill keg

An everyday easy drinking oatmeal stout.

Run Wild XPA
Pale - 4.0% / Herne Hill keg

This XPA is another solo hop, this time working with Simcoe 
from the 2021 harvest. Light in body, with juicy hits of pineapple 
and a silky pine finish, this is one refreshing excursion.
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Ardent
Sour - 4.9% / Brixton keg

A blackberry sour, collaboratively brewed with our friends and 
colleagues @dogsgrandadbrewery. Refreshing blackberry notes, 
pleasing zinginess and a hint of smoke.

Ripple
IPA - 5.2% / Brixton keg

Galaxy hop sing in our Single Hop IPA: tropical fruit aromas and 
notes of poached peach and roasted apricot.

Masher
Bitter - 4.2% / Gipsy Hill keg

Masher is a Best Bitter. A recipe by Josh, one of our Senior 
Brewers -pushing a slightly more hop forward take on the style. 
Brewed with Admiral, UK Chinook, Goldings and Bramling Cross 
for notes of hedgerow fruits and soft earthy spice. A twist of 
Rye in the grist layers a little extra spice to the brew, with Cara 
giving a toffee-esque backbone.

Bandit
Pale - 3.8% / Gipsy Hill keg

Gluten free light refreshing pale.

High Hill
Pale - 5.0% / Hackney keg

A big, juicy pale ale with Galaxy, Vic Secret and Citra hops, with 
oats and wheat for added mouthfeel.

DDH
Pale - 5.2% / Hackney keg

A juicy DDH Pale showcasing El Dorado, Citra and Columbus, 
in a twirling dance of citrus, pineapple and fresh pine. Easy 
drinking and packed with rhythm.

Galaxy & Centennial
Pale - 4.6% / Bermondsey keg

Our Pale Ale is brewed with different hops in each batch so the 
flavour profile is ever changing. Contains wheat.

Citra
IPA - 6.8% / Bermondsey keg

Our IPA is brewed with different hops in each batch so the 
flavour profile is ever changing. Contains wheat.

Hakata Ramen
Pale - 4.9% / Walworth keg

Lemon peel and lemon verbena on the nose, with more citrus 
flavours of coconut, lemongrass, & coriander on the palate, 
create a drinkable pale ale, with a refreshingly dry finish.

English Pale Ale
Pale - 4.3% / Walworth keg

Brewed to celebrate British hops. The English Pale Ale is brewed 
with Jester, Emperor & UK Chinook, as well as English barley. It 
showcases the hops in a softer, subtle, and session-able way.

Sagittarius
Pale - 4.1% / Walthamstow keg

Juicy pale ale, mashed in hot with pale malt and a blend of 
oats. Cryo-Citra added in the whirlpool at the end of boil, then 
fermented with a specially selected yeast for a high gravity, 
sweet finish. Dry hopped with Idaho 7 & Galaxy hops.

Millions of Peaches
Sour - 4.0% / Hackney keg

An extended annual release of our annual favourite. Millions of 
Peaches, infused with basil and a heavy load of sweet peaches, 
accentuated with a sharp, kettle-sour base.
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Mycelium Networks
Bitter - 5.2% / Walthamstow keg

An American Brown Ale made with a careful balance of lager, 
chocolate, Vienna and medium crystal malt. Citra leaf on the 
hotside, Cascade and Columbus hops in the whirlpool and a dry 
hop of Mosaic, Enigma & Cryo Simcoe to finish.

Party at the Palace
Pale - 4.3% / Bedale 08

Vibrant gold coloured beer with an exciting blend of hops from 
Great Britain bring a truly platinum party ale to celebrate the queen.

Summer TIme
Pale - 3.6% / Bedale 08

A pale beer with a refreshing elderflower flavour, lower in 
alcohol and perfect for sunny afternoons.

Best Bitter
Bitter - 3.8% / Newark 08

Pheasantry Best Bitter voted Champion Bitter of Britain in 2015. 
Well balanced copper coloured beer with fruity highlights and 
a hoppy finish.

Dancing Dragonfly
Pale - 5.0% / Newark 08

The palest golden beer packed with peachy, exotic fruit flavours. 
Dangerously drinkable!

Lovely Jubbly
Blonde - 4.2% / North Kensington 08

A golden blonde beer with a complex pineapple and grapefruit 
flavour with just a hint of gooseberry. An initial sweetness and 
full body are balanced by a lasting pink grapefruit bitter finish.

Buckingham Best
Bitter - 4.0% / North Kensington 08

Maris Otter Pale Ale and Crystal Malts and Roasted Barley give 
a beer with a smooth mouthfeel and hints of roasted character. 
Goldings and Challenger early hop and Cascade late give a well 
balanced yet robust bitterness.

Helles Lager
Lager - 5.0% / Wanstead 08

A year-round favourite - crisp, clean and refreshing Helles lager. 
Exclusive lager cask for this year’s festival!

Hazy Pale
Pale - 4.5% / Tottenham 08

Soft, hazy and perfectly balanced with bags of mango, 
grapefruit and lime flavours.

Big Chief
IPA - 5.5% / Tottenham 08

Our hugely popular, big hoppy IPA! Packed full of Kiwi hops 
with hints of honey and nectar and plenty of tropical citrus and 
floral notes.

Into The Surf
Pale - 4.5% / Knaresborough 08

A stupidly drinkable West Coast Pale Ale... Piney, citrus, 
resinous, moreish.

Lemon Dream
Pale - 4.5% / Shrewsbury 08

A shimmering golden ale that is brewed using organic lemons 
which adds beautifully subtle zesty aromas and a citrus filled 
fruity finish.
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Darwins Origin
Bitter - 4.3% / Shrewsbury 08

A copper-coloured bitter given an international twist with an 
eclectic mix of new and old-world hops that give the beer its 
distinctive lemony aroma and dry finish.

Junction
Bitter - 4.5% / Battersea 09

A rich, premium ale. Sweeter than Wandle it is brewed with 
Maris otter Pale and a dose of crystal and roasted barley with 
Challenger, Goldings and Bramling X hops.

Session IPA
IPA - 4.0% / Battersea 09

Our Session is a light, hop forward IPA brewed with five different 
hop varieties. The US hop variety, Chinook provides the light 
bitterness while Mosiac, Summit,Simcoe and Ekuanot Hops 
provide a citrus/peach aroma. Easy Drinking, fresh and clean.

Absolutely Fuggled
Bitter - 4.0% / Croydon 09

An all-year-rounder pale ale: fruity and delicious. Life can 
certainly be AbFug.

Sticky Hoppy Pudding
Bitter - 4.3% / Croydon 09

A deep, rich, caramel number using Maris Otter and Crystal malts, 
with Simcoe hops.

Roadie
IPA - 4.3% / Walthamstow 09

Roadie is a dependable and refreshing road-dog of a beer. 
Boasting a hard-earned reputation and fit for grafters and road 
crews the world over, this all-night IPA loads up notes of citrus 
fruits including grapefruit and lime.

Backstage
IPA - 5.6% / Walthamstow 09

The beer delivers on its Access All Areas promise as it unlocks 
a myriad of tropical flavours including passion fruit, tangerines 
and berries. Throw in an encore of pine and crisp citric notes and 
you’ve got yourself a party. Stack them high and drink them cold.

Best Bitter
Bitter- 4.5% / Penge 09

This our best attempt at creating something UK breweries are 
known best for – a caramel coloured, malt-forward classic, 
balanced to perfection with Kent Goldings hops. This is not the 
kind of beer craft beer nuts jump up and down about, but it is the 
kind of beer that classic beer drinkers are passionate about, and 
we think its beautiful.

gold
Pale- 4.2% / Penge 09

A seasonal cask beer from us, again using all English ingredients. 
A rich gold colour with honey notes.

Jaipur
IPA- 5.9% / Bakewell 09

Usually recognised as the first UK craft IPA, and was brewed with 
a huge amount of US hops at a time where this was very unusual, 
these provide a fantastic experience of grapefruit, lemon and 
tropical fruit with an enticing bitterness.

Brother Rabbit
Pale- 4.0% / Bakewell 09

Brother Rabbit is our core Golden Ale offering in cask. We use a 
fantastic Norfolk malt which gives a great base to the beer and 
a lightly resinous character, the hops present a fantastic, punchy, 
lemon flavour with grassy hints.
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Slack Alice
Cider - 4.6% / Herefordshire 10

Alice is a medium dry well-rounded cider with a moreish 
sharpness. At 4.6% she sits at the drier end of our core range 
yet is still smooth and mellow.

Happy Daze
Cider - 4.5% / Rhondda Cycon Taff 10

Who can resist a light, bright, fruity glass of Happy Daze? It’s 
got a smooth, and fresh tasting finish. It’s light and a very easy 
to drink medium cider.

Farmhouse Scrumpy
Cider - 5.3% / Rhondda Cycon Taff 10

A wonderfully nostalgic scrumpy cider. Golden in colour with a 
medium taste and a refreshing apple aroma. A smooth balanced 
flavour like all good scrumpy ciders should have.

Two Trees Perry
Cider - 4.5% / Rhondda Cycon Taff 10

A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit and a hint of honey 
on the palate.

Sunset Cider
Cider - 6.0% / Somerset 10

A rich and fruity rustic cider ursting with apple flavour. Cloudy 
and Medium Sweet.

Strawberry
Cider - 4.0% / Somerset 10

A sweet berry burst which sublimely compliments the refreshing 
bite of apple in this moreish, juicy cider.

Red Rabbit
Cider - 6.0% / Somerset 10

A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with apple flavour. Cloudy 
and Medium Dry.

Ruby Tuesday
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire 10

Made from 100% Herefordshire Cider, liberally imparted with 
British Raspberry Juice.

Pear
Cider - 4.5% / Herefordshire 10

A tantalising blend of fresh pressed cider and the delicately 
sweet afternotes of pear combine effortlessly with the aromas 
of our Herefordshire cider apple.

Slightly Fox
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire 10

The richness of exotic mango has been expertly blended with 
the juice of our homegrown Herefordshire cider apples.

Wild Berries
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire 10

A rich blend of wild berries creates its deep crimson tone. The 
delicate strawberry nose comes through leaving the wonderful 
afternotes of the bramble blackberries finish.

Tutti Frutti
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire 10

The original tropical twist. The tropical twist of pineapple and 
cherry give this Herefordshire craft cider its deliciously moreish 
exotic flavour.
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Pineapple
Cider - 4.0% / Somerset 10

Using our legendary skills in blending fruit with our fantastic 
cider we have come up with this pineapple delight. In this fruity 
fusion pineapple juice is paired with our crisp Somerset cider 
creating this exciting fresh flavour.

Supersonic
Pale - 4.0% / Newport 11

Cascade & Galaxy pale ale.

93 Til Infinity
IPA - 4.5% / Newport 11

Time to take a step back and chill with this crisp,light and 
refreshing cask IPA. Keeping it simple by marrying together 
Strata and Citra offers a light glimmer of haze with tropical 
citrus flavours with a herbal undertone.

Press Start
Porter/Stout - 4.3% / Newport 11

Experimental Porter series of beers

Plum porter
Porter/Stout - 
4.9% / Stoke-on-Trent

11

Plum Porter is our infamous, strong, dark porter that has re-
defined the sector. By combining the sweetness of plums with 
the hoppy flavour of a porter we have bagged a winner.

Leveson Buck
IPA - 3.7% / Warlingham 11

Leveson Buck session IPA is a feisty little fellow with an 
American accent. After hopping in the brew as normal, more 
hops are added as it ferments, tons more flavour but without 
the extra bitterness. A more complex beer that can deal with 
big flavours.

Gower
Bitter - 4.0% / Warlingham 11

Hints of chocolate and honey in the aroma and flavour give it 
character. Locally grown hops give an edge to the smooth malt 
profile. A traditional pint for a traditional pub.

RRIPA
IPA - 4.5% / Twickenham 11

Big fruity flavours in this Red Rye IPA from a great hop blend 
including Cascade and a dry hopping of Melba.

Spring Ale
Pale - 4.4% / Twickenham 11

Golden hoppy ale with a sweetish edge. Dry hopped with Huell 
Melon for a fresh fruity nose and taste, with hints of melon 
and orange.

Come & Go
Pale - 5.2% / Warrington 11

A hazy New England style pale ale brewed with different hops 
each time!

Bread & Butter
Pale - 3.9% / Hebden Bridge 11

A satisfying reward that’s always worth the hard work. With 
ayers of US hops combined with British malts, our fresh and easy-
drinking dry-hopped pale is a solid staple that delivers every time. 
Proof that the simple things in life are often the best.
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Session
Bitter - 3.8% / Various 11

Old gold in colour with a zesty nose, clean malt body and 
satisfying hop finish.

pale
Pale - 4.6% / Various 11

Hops dominate in this straw coloured pale ale. A foundation of 
biscuit maltiness is overlaid with a high bitterness from 4 hop 
varieties added at 4 different stages of the brew.

Best
Bitter - 4.2% / Walthamstow 11

Wild Card’s best bitter, made with pale, wheat, chewy crystal 
and a smidgen of chocolate malt. Heavily hopped on the hot 
side with magnum and centennial for a beer that is refreshingly 
bitter, smooth and easy drinking.

Pale
Pale - 4.3% / Walthamstow 11

Made with citra and cryo Idaho 7 hops. A hoppy, refreshing 
pale ale.

Windsor Knot
Pale - 4.0% / Windsor 11

Like all our beers WINDSOR KNOT is made with the finest 
natural ingredients including two specially selected hops, 
Sovereign and Nelson Sauvin from New Zealand. Together they 
deliver a refreshing, tasty ale with a hint of exotic fruit aroma.

Marmalade
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

Made with Seville oranges and freshly pressed dessert fruit. 
Sweet, refreshing and bursting with flavour!

Bakewell Tart
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

Cherry juice and almonds mixed with delicious medium sussex 
cider gives a very moreish sweet tasting craft cider.

Raspberry Ripple
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

This is a sweet cider with Raspberry and vanilla notes that give 
you a well-balanced fruity drink.

Sticky Toffee Pudding
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

A genuine taste of sticky toffee made from caramel and apples 
to ensure this number is full flavoured and utterly delicious!

Lemon Meringue Pie
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

A genuine taste of lemon meringue made from lemons and 
apples - creating a delicious lemony cider!

Castle Hill
Pale - 5.0% / Windsor 11

Her Majesty is a great supporter of the Commonwealth, so 
the recipe includes barley grown at the Royal Farm in Windsor 
and a selection of world hops including Pacific Jade from New 
Zealand which will give the beer a clean citrus taste & aroma. 
As a finishing touch we are using champagne yeast to create a 
beer that’s platinum pale in colour and refreshing in taste.
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Blood Orange
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

Made with real blood oranges and blended with SeaCider 
Medium, this cider is refreshing and packed with flavour.

White Peach
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

A fruity and refreshing blend of our medium cider and white 
peach juice.

Passionfruit
Cider - 4.0% / Sussex 12

Made with the pure juice of passion fruit and blended with 
SeaCider Medium, this cider is refreshing and packed with 
flavour.

Merry Monkey 
Scrumpy
Cider - 4.5% / Somerset

12

A medium scrumpy made with unfiltered bittersweet apple, 
full of character with a rich appley flavour.

Tropical
Cider - 4.0% / Somerset 12

We have blended our Somerset cider with an explosion of 
tropical fruits. Pink grapefruit, pienapple, mango and lime 
all combine to make this a succulent thirst quencher. Perfect 
for drinking on the beach and making you feel closer to the 
Caribbean with every sip.

Hibernate
Cider - 5.0% / Nottinghamshire 13

This premium medium cider is rich in fruity aromas and ripe 
apple flavours.

Nice Pear
Cider - 5.0% / Nottinghamshire 13

Apples and pear blended together to make a awesome pair. 
Beautifully balanced with loads of body. Crystal clear, fruity, 
best of all goes down a treat.

Apple & Rhubarb
Cider - 4.0% / Nottinghamshire 13

Get stung with Scrumpy Wasps apple cider blended with 
rhubarb.

Appley Dapply
Cider - 5.2% / Herefordshire 13

A sweet, lively cider that blends traditional bitter sweet 
apples with a more contemporary Russet apple to make a 
light, refreshing and quaffable cider.

Tumbledown Medium
Cider - 5.2% / Herefordshire 13

Our original and most popular cider. Dabinett and Michelin apples 
are blended here to present a very interesting Medium Cider.

Fruit Bat
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire 13

Crisp apple cider blended with Strawberry, Raspberry and 
Blackcurrant.
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Pineapple & 
Pink Grapefruit
Cider - 4.0% / Herefordshire

13

The sweet tasty Pineapple is balanced out by the tangy 
Grapefruit. English cider with a tropical twist!

Stans Traditional
Cider - 6.0% / Somerset 13

Dry and naturally hazy. We blend classic bittersweet apples like 
Tremlett’s Bitter and Dabinett and let them mellow and mature.

Chedder
Valley Medium
Cider - 6.0% / Somerset

13

Cheddar Valley cider is distinctively orange and cloudy in 
character, it’s chock-full of apple flavours like Tremlett’s Bitter 
and Dabinett. Blended to grandfather Stan’s own recipe.

Rosie’s Pig Apple
Cider - 4.8% / Herefordshire 13

Rosie’s Pig still lives in our yard next to Old Rosie the steam 
roller… and is the name given to our refreshing, flavoured and 
easy drinking cloudy ciders.

Palace Ale
Pale - 4.2% / Norfolk 14

This aromatic ale is crafted from Neil’s own recipe. The fruity 
hops give it an amazing nose and the lager malts add to the 
unique flavour. A distinctive and individual beer. 

Golden Jackal
Pale - 3.7% / Norfolk 14

A hoppy, thirst quenching golden session bitter, with a flowery 
nose and slightly citrus aftertaste

Wolf Ale
Bitter - 3.9% / Norfolk 14

Copper-coloured ale with lots of bite! Goldings and Challenger 
hops combined with locally grown malt make this a glorious 
full-bodied brew.

Edith Cavell
Pale - 3.7% / Norfolk 14

Brewed all year round in memory of Edith Cavell, this is a hoppy 
thirst-quenching beer with a fruit currant finish.

Wolf in Sheep’s 
Clothing
Mild - 3.7% / Norfolk

14

This traditional Norfolk mild has a malty aroma with fruity 
undertones. Lightly hopped with Fuggles and Goldings, this beer 
has a long clean finish.

Lavender Honey
Pale - 3.8% / Norfolk 14

Honey from The Norfolk Lavender Company is added during 
the brewing process to give this beer a delicate yet more-ish 
flavour.

City of Cambridge 
Boathouse Bitter
Bitter - 3.7% / Norfolk

14

Amber beer with a rich, chocolately nose, supported by a little 
citrus hoppiness.
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MENU
 

BBQ
Jerk Chicken Burger/Wrap
Lamb & Beef Kofte Wrap

LOWER HOLMESDALE
Chicken Curry Loaded Chip
Pulled Pork Loaded Chips
Vegan Curry Loaded Chips
Chips
Curry Sauce
Pie, Mash & Gravy
Sausage Rolls
 
Soft Drinks
Water
Hot Drinks
 
UPPER HOLMESDALE
12” Margarita Pizza
12” Pepperoni Pizza
12” Vegan Pizza
Cheese Burger
Cheese & Bacon Burger
Moving Mountain Burger
Chips

Soft Drinks
Water
Hot Drinks

£
 

-
£5.00
£6.00

-
£5.50
£6.50
£6.50
£2.50
£1.00
£6.50
£3.50
 
£2.00
£1.50
£2.00
 
-
£8.00
£9.00
£8.50
£5.50
£6.50
£5.50
£2.50

£2.00
£1.50
£2.00
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Enjoy 
the day



Selhurst Park, Whitehorse Lane, London, SE25 6PU


